Orvito launches world’s first Wi-Fi® enabled touch Smart Switch Panel

- Introduces first product from their integrated IoT platform Nucleo™
- Retrofittable, Scalable & Modular

Boston, USA, January 21st 2015 - Orvito, headquartered in Waltham, MA, USA, announced that it has emerged from stealth mode and launched its first product from their stable - world’s first Wi-Fi® enabled Smart Switch Panel.

Orvito Smart Switch Panel™ allows control of all electrical home appliances anytime, anywhere. It is a wireless networked element primed for controlling devices, triggering presets, sensing motion and optimizing energy consumption. Orvito Smart Switch Panel™ is based on Wi-Fi® technology and is retrofittable into existing electrical switch outlets. Orvito products require no additional wiring, and deliver complete automation in an existing building without expensive upgrades or cumbersome and laborious installation. Orvito’s Smart Switch Panel has the ability to integrate with other Orvito devices such as Surveillance Cameras, Life Safety Sensors, and Video Door Phone, to provide the user with a truly unified smart, safe, secure and convenient solution.

Orvito’s Smart Switch Panel captures data and usage patterns from devices, generates insights, and makes actionable recommendations to the user, and helps them to better manage their lifestyle, conserve energy and extend appliance life.

“Being the first of its kind in the world and the first element of Nucleo™, our innovative IoT platform, Orvito Smart Switch Panel is a true epitome of comfort and safety that Internet of Things can bring to our daily lives. From simple on/off capability to complex presets, and from data generation to energy analytics, Orvito panels not only bring in convenience and energy efficiency but also equip the user to make better decisions on a day-to-day basis.” said Mohan Vellanki, Co-Founder, Orvito.

Nucleo™ enables communication between disparate IoT products to provide the user a connected lifestyle. Consistent with this vision, Orvito’s Smart Switch Panel™ can be controlled from anywhere in the world and has the capability to trigger an action or set of actions based on an event captured on Surveillance Cameras or an alert from Safety Sensors in all electrical appliances.
“With IoT market estimated to reach $ 7.1 trillion* by 2020, there is an immense opportunity for an organization like ours to contribute to this ecosystem,” said Satish Vankayalapati, Founder & CEO Orvito. He further added, “Setting up an entire smart home on a unified platform is complex. We’re excited to be one of the first to present our customers with an entire spectrum of IoT products offering them security, safety, convenience, energy management on a singular platform that can be implemented in a hassle-free manner. We aim to launch a gamut of exciting new products and solutions for a connected home or building in the coming months.”

* IDC estimates

About Orvito:
Orvito designs, manufactures and markets the “Internet of Things” devices. With a focus on wireless automation, security and surveillance products for Home, Hospitality and Enterprise sectors, Orvito's goal is to enhance security, increase energy efficiency and simplify lives. At Orvito, we aim to create a connected world and provide an unprecedented value and opportunity for our customers and ecosystem partners.

Headquartered in Massachusetts, USA, Orvito operates in North America, South Asia, Middle East and Africa.

Orvito’s Nucleo™ platform, Orvito Smart Switch Panel™, Orvito Smart Hub™, Orvito Sensevito™ are owned by Orvito, Inc. and its subsidiaries.
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